
1. G (BSP) threads are standard (PT (NPT) are available as an option on request) 

2. If lubrication is preferred, lubricants similar to ISO VG32 or equivalent are recommended. 

3. The maximum actuation frequency is for the valve only (no load condition). 
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M4M NAMUR Series Valves  Control Valves  

The M4M-Series NAMUR Solenoid actuated valves  provide an extensive range of flow options at low prices.  The range 

may be used Lubrication free and be Manifold Mounted for multi-task applications. The Solenoid versions feature 

interchangeable coils and push/twist—lock Manual Overrides.   

  

Coil Specification 

1. When the thread is M5 type, the code is left blank 

Model/Ordering Codes 

1. G (BSP) and M5 threads are standard (NPT threads are available as an option on request) 
2. If lubrication is preferred, lubricants similar to ISO VG32 or equivalent are recommended. 
3. The maximum actuation frequency is for the valve only (no load condition). 

Specification 

OCT11/RW/A 

Symbols 

Product Features 

1. Internally pilot-oriented valve series. 

2. Spool type, with low leakage and low friction action. 

3. 5/3 valves have a choice of three centre functions.  

4. 5/2 double solenoid valves have position memory 

using seal friction to retain the spool position. 

5. Special manufacturing techniques ensure low start 

pressure and long service life. 

6. Maybe used lubrication free. 

7. The valve range may be manifold mounted for space 

saving and to reduce installation costs. 

8. Push/twist-lock Manual Overrides are standard to 

assist with installation testing and debugging. 

9. Several standard voltages are available with 

interchangeable coils. 

Flow Charts 

Please refer to the equivalent series in the M4V 

solenoid valve range for the flow charts 
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OCT11/RW/A 

Dimensions 


